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Sammanfattning
Sectra Communications utvecklar idag kryptoprodukter med högt ställda krav på
separation mellan krypterad och okrypterad data. Traditionellt har denna sepa-
ration gjorts i hårdvara med fysiskt åtskilda komponenter, vilket lett till större
produkter, högre energiförbrukning och högre tillverkningskostnader än motsva-
rande system för lägre säkerhetsnivåer.

Ett alternativ till hårdvaruseparation har framkommit tack vare en ny typ av
operativsystem baserat på ett koncept kallat “separationskärna”, som erbjuder
verifierbar separation mellan mjukvarukomponenter på en processor likvärdig med
fysisk separation. Syftet med examensarbetet var att undersöka möjligheten att
basera en produkt på ett sådant system samt vilka ytterligare möjligheter och
problem med säkerhetsevaluering av produkten som uppstår.

I examensarbetet utfördes en litteraturstudie av publikationer om separationskär-
nan ur ett historiskt och tekniskt perspektiv, samt den historiska utvecklingen
inom säkerhetsevaluering av mjukvara och dess nuvarande status. Dessutom im-
plementerades delar av ett mjukvarukrypto som en demonstrationsenhet baserad
på Integrity från Green Hills Software, vilket är ett realtidsoperativsystem byggt
kring en separationskärna.

Arbetet visade att separationskärnan som koncept har nått en hög mognadsgrad
och att det är rimligt att börja använda denna typ av operativsystem till pro-
dukter med mycket högt ställda säkerhetskrav inom en snar framtid. Det skulle
förutom uppenbara vinster med minskad mängd hårdvara även ge större flexibilitet
vid utvecklingen och möjlighet till exaktare uppdelning av funktioner. Samtidigt
ställer det andra krav på utvecklarna och det behövs ytterligare utredning om
vissa aspekter av hur evalueringsförfarandet påverkas, systemens feltolerans samt
prestanda.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Our modern community is built on information. It is connected in endless ways
and evolving at an ever increasing speed. Information has become one of our most
valuable resources and correct information can often mean the difference between
failure and success. As a direct consequence, protecting valuable information has
become more crucial than ever.

There exists many systems today whose purpose is to provide secure data trans-
missions over public networks, such as a GSM infrastructure or the Internet. Most
of them are based on cryptographic algorithms that convert sensitive data into
seemingly random bits useless to anyone without the correct decryption key.

Such encryption devices are most often divided into two distinct sides, in cryp-
tography lingo usually called red side and black side. Unencrypted data that is
easily read or interpreted can be found on the red side, whereas the black side
contains encrypted data which should not be possible for anyone except an au-
thorized receiver to read. An encryption algorithm acts as the border between the
two sides. Additionally, there are assisting functions located on both the red and
black side and most often also one or more controlled bypass channels alongside
the encryption algorithm

1.1.1 Consumer Grade Secure Systems

To keep a good separation between the red and black sides is a major concern
when constructing a cryptographic system because if the separation fails, then the
security of the complete system is compromised. This separation is achieved in dif-
ferent ways depending on the environment where the system is used. In consumer
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2 Introduction

grade secure systems where an attack does not have great impact, software-only
solutions are often used.

One such example is when you connect to your online bank where a Secure Socket
Layer (SSL) connection is used. The red side contains both the information you
see in your web browser, such as account numbers and balance, and invisible in-
formation, such as session information and other credentials. Before data is sent to
the bank, it is encrypted with a software based algorithm, typically AES, and then
transmitted by the web browser over the internet, which is logically on the black
side. All this happens on your computer and the software involved is considered
secure enough because it is thoroughly tested and well documented.

1.1.2 Additional Requirements for High Assurance

Though personal information and bank transactions are important for you, the
systems used to protect them are not considered secure enough for protecting
sensitive information regarding national security and intelligence. Such information
must be protected against other nations, international criminal networks and other
attackers with great resources at hand. The IT security systems for this type of
information are said to require high assurance of their correct functioning.

Traditionally, high assurance of red/black separation has implied using different
physical components for the two sides and a hardware encryption module. This can
for instance be two different CPUs running red and black software, respectively,
with a crypto chip between them. The advantage is that the separation becomes
definite. Information is shared between red and black side over physical wires which
can be measured upon and easily verified. There is also the benefit of isolation of
processes. If a process running on the black CPU is faulty it may corrupt memory
for other processes on the same CPU but it can never affect red side processes
because they reside in different memory modules.

The benefits of physical separation come with a rather high prize, though. Each
CPU may need separate memory modules, communication connections, power
sources etc. and all this adds up to a considerably more complex system. Hardware
based separation leads to systems which are physically larger, require more power
and cost more to produce than their counterparts based on software separation.
Additionally, more software is also needed to accommodate for the communica-
tion between the hardware components and some functionality may need to be
duplicated among the different components.

1.1.3 The Conditions Have Changed

For a very long time, the following statement has been the bitter truth: Either you
base your cryptographic system on hardware separation or it can’t be used for high-
level secret information. This might be about to change, thanks to a new family of
operating systems based on a concept called Separation Kernel. The systems are
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built from ground up to be provably secure, totally reliable and provide the same
level of separation between software modules as when using discrete hardware
components. Separation Kernels are covered in Chapter 3 .

1.2 Thesis Objectives

This Master’s thesis was performed at Sectra Communications and their goal with
the thesis was to assess which new possibilities are given when using a separation
kernel based operating system for creating secure IT products and systems. To
reach the goal, the thesis was divided into two major parts – one theoretical and
one practical. Each part included several objectives, which are described in the
following sections.

1.2.1 Theoretical Part

Some of the separation kernel based operating systems – among them the one used
in this thesis – are intended to be used in environments requiring the highest level
of security, reliability and/or safety. Claims about such properties are not accepted
unless proven in a strict manner that the claims are true, which is accomplished
through standardized evaluation methods.

The focus in the theoretical part was on assessing the impact of using a secu-
rity evaluated separation kernel operating system in a high-end crypto product.
Therefore, the main objectives were:

• To assess any gain in evaluability and estimate the relative amount of code
that has to be evaluated.

• To assess the possibility to get the product approved for Swedish classifica-
tion level Hemlig/Secret.

• To assess any gain in security provided by the product compared to tradi-
tionally designed products.

• To assess any gain in product quality related to higher fault discovery, fault
resilience, fail-safe design etc.

• To consider the impact on technical solutions which are not viable without
the security evaluated operating system, e.g. high-end red/black separated
systems in software.

To answer the questions and fulfill the objectives, an extensive literature study
was performed where a large part of the history of separation kernels and security
software evaluation was studied. The study is covered mainly in chapters 2 and 3
and the results are presented in Chapter 5.

It should be noted that the classification Hemlig/Secret is the next highest level
on a four grade scale and is used for very sensitive information. Products for
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handling information with this classifications have very strict requirements and
high-end crypto products with software based separation are very rare.

1.2.2 Practical Demonstration Part

It was desirable to convert theory into practice by implementing a demonstrator
product based on a separation kernel operating system, with the intention to see
what could actually be done with the operating system. Another objective was to
evaluate the development environment and its associated tool chain to see how well
they suited the development processes used at Sectra. The practical work with the
demonstrator is covered in Chapter 4 and the outcome is presented in Chapter 5.

1.3 Document Outline

This document is divided into five chapters, which are briefly described here:

1. Introduction The first chapter gives the reader some background information
to the problem and the purpose of this thesis.

2. Security Evaluation This chapter gives an in-depth view of computer eval-
uation theory up to the current state of the subject.

3. Separation Kernels The second theory chapter explains the separation ker-
nel concept as well as the history that has led to what it is today. Two
existing systems are also mentioned.

4. Demonstrator Implementation This chapter covers the practical part of
the thesis with details about the demonstrator product which was imple-
mented.

5. Results and Discussion In the final chapter, conclusions drawn from both
the theoretical study as well as the demonstrator implementation are dis-
cussed along with some suggestions on future work on the subject.

1.4 Definitions

A list of terms used in the document and their corresponding abbreviations is
presented in Table 1.4.
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Table 1.1. Definitions

Term Description
AES Advanced Encryption Standard
CC Common Criteria (for Information Technology Security Evalua-

tion)
CCRA Common Criteria Mutual Recognition Agreement
CIA In IT security: Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability
CEM Common Methodology for Information Technology Security Eval-

uation
DoD United States Department of Defense
EAL Evaluation Assurance Level
FMV Försvarets Materielverk/Swedish Defense Materiel Administra-

tion
ITSEC Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria
LAN Local Area Network
MILS Multiple Independent Levels of Security
MLS Multilevel Security
OS Operating System
PP Protection Profile
SAR Security Assurance Requirement
SEC Software Ethernet Crypto
SEC Demo Software Ethernet Crypto Demonstrator
SFR Security Functional Requirement
SKPP Separation Kernel Protection Profile
ST Security Target
TOE Target of Evaluation





Chapter 2

Security Evaluation

2.1 History

The history of time-shared multi-user systems begins in the mid 60’s, largely
thanks to the MULTICS (Multiplexed Information and Computing Service) sys-
tem developed in cooperation between Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
General Electric (GE) and Bell Labs [9]. Even though Multics was supposed to
be used by authorized and trained technicians and scientists, privacy and security
were already from the beginning important aspects of the project. Multics actually
implemented several security features which were still not implemented in personal
workstations several decades later, such as the use of a “No execute”-bit [9]. The
intention was to build a secure system from the ground up that could be used
in sensitive military and corporate environments. Multics was indeed installed at
several large corporate facilities, such as General Motors, Ford, Industrial Nucle-
onics and the Air Force Data Services Center (AFDSC) [28]. However, the goal to
build a secure system turned out to be hard to reach.

Tom van Vleck, one of the engineers behind Multics, describes on the Multicians
website how a group within the U.S. Air Force, called Project GUARDIAN, was
formed to investigate if there was any weakness in the security of MULTICS [27].
They succeeded indeed, to an extent where they managed to get hold of van Vleck’s
system password. The security breach was done by exploiting a bug in an obsolete
interface for a system debugger and it effectively showed the well-known fact that
a chain is never stronger than its weakest link. The purpose of the project was to
evaluate the security of Multics before it got deployed at AFDSC, since it would
there be used for handling data on different security levels.

The work of Project GUARDIAN was published in 1974 in a U.S. Air Force re-
port by Karger and Schell [13] where they pointed out several weaknesses in the
Multics system. The weaknesses got fixed, both by software and hardware changes
and additions, and eventually, five large Multics systems were sold to AFDSC.

7



8 Security Evaluation

Additionally, the report by Karger and Schell had significant influence over what
would become one of the most important publications on the subject of security
evaluation of computer and IT products – The Orange Book.

2.1.1 The Problem of Trusting Trust

As the Project GUARDIAN and several others had shown, it is indeed very difficult
to know when one can put absolute trust in a secure system. How can one be
absolutely assured that nobody, intentionally or unintentionally, at any stage has
inserted some kind of weakness in a supposedly secure system which ultimately
may lead to compromise of sensitive data? The question was brought into light in
a rather spectacular way by Ken Thompson with a lecture called “Reflections on
Trusting Trust” [26], which he held when he received the Alan Turing Award. In
the lecture, he described how he had constructed a Trojan horse which inserted
itself into other applications by the means of a subverted compiler. Additionally,
the Trojan horse was impossible to discover through source code inspection and
even survived recompiling.

What Thompson wanted to point out is the fact that if you need to trust a system,
then you must be able to completely trust the one who created it. He concludes:

“The moral is obvious. You can’t trust code that you did not totally
create yourself. (Especially code from companies that employ people
like me.) No amount of source-level verification or scrutiny will protect
you from using untrusted code” [26, page 763]

Of course, it is not possible for every department or organization that handles
sensitive information to construct their own secure software, including compilers.
Besides the fact that it would require indefensible amounts of resources, there
would still be the risk of creating unintentional security holes. The solution was
to formalize the process of security evaluation to reach an acceptable level of trust
in secure systems created by commercial manufacturers.

2.1.2 Security Evaluation Becomes Formalized

Extensive work on the subject at the National Computer Security Center (NCSC),
where Roger R. Schell was Deputy Director, together with the Department of
Defense and several other departments and corporations resulted in the Trusted
Computer System Evaluation Criteria [11], first released in 1983. More commonly
known as simply the Orange Book, the evaluation criteria became something of
an establishment for security evaluation, not least because it was mandatory to
use for evaluation of data processing equipment handling classified and sensitive
data within the Department of Defense.

The criteria outlined in the Orange Book served three main purposes, described
as follows [11, page 8]:
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• To provide a standard to manufacturers as to what security features to build
into their new and planned, commercial products in order to provide widely
available systems that satisfy trust requirements (with particular emphasis
on preventing the disclosure of data) for sensitive applications.

• To provide DoD components with a metric with which to evaluate the degree
of trust that can be placed in computer systems for the secure processing of
classified and other sensitive information.

• To provide a basis for specifying requirements in acquisition specifications.

Short put, the criteria were intended to be used by those who created secure
systems, those who verified that the systems were indeed secure and those who in
the end planned to buy and use the systems.

The criteria were divided into four hierarchical divisions, ordered from D to A,
where A is the highest division and has the most stringent requirements. Addi-
tionally, divisions B and C were further divided into several classes, each with
refined levels of requirements.

The main purpose of having different levels of criteria is to be able to choose
a system with appropriate trustworthiness for the application they are used for.
Obviously, you don’t have to put the same confidence in a system that processes
moderately sensitive information as one where top secret information is processed.
In the end it comes down to a compromise between the trust you put in a system
and the amount of effort and resources it is worth to reach that level of trust. To
get a system certified as fulfilling all requirements at level A demanded great effort
and cost enormous amounts of money.

2.1.3 Security Evaluation Efforts Outside the U.S.

Even though U.S. military had a major role in the development of evaluation
criteria, parallel work was done in other countries as well. In the UK, facilities for
evaluation of governmental and commercial computer systems were established in
the mid 80’s. The outcome was a set of evaluation criteria, publicized in what
became known as “the Green Books” [8]. Similar work was also carried out in
Germany, France and the Netherlands, where criteria with the same basic approach
but differences in detail were published. [16]

These national publications allowed computer system vendors to get their systems
evaluated and certified by an independent body for distribution in the respective
nation, but one such certification was not recognized in other countries. There was
basically a need for harmonization of criteria between different countries. It was
therefore decided to combine the national efforts and experiences to produce a
set of criteria that could be used for certification recognized by several countries.
The work resulted in the Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria
(ITSEC), first published by the European Commission in 1990 in France, Germany,
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the Netherlands and the United Kingdom [16]. Version 1.2, labeled Provisional
Harmonised Criteria, was published the year after.

ITSEC has several similarities with the Orange Book. Several terms in ITSEC are
inherited from the Orange Book and more notably, the same three stakeholder
profiles (vendor, user/buyer and evaluator) are targeted. It is also divided into
distinct assurance levels, ranging from E0 to E7, which has close resemblance to
the hierarchical divisions D to A in the Orange Book.

2.2 Common Criteria

With the release of ITSEC and several nations joining the collaboration, in ad-
dition to the original four, Europe had come a long way on the road of mutual
recognition of evaluation certificates. Still, a great deal of IT and computer prod-
ucts are produced in the U.S. and even though software was deemed as secure by
the U.S. government, it could not be officially trusted as secure in Europe. This
was a problem both for system vendors, who wanted to export their products,
and the potential buyers, such as European military organizations, who wanted
to buy the products without going through the costly process of a full scale eval-
uation process. Additionally, other countries outside Europe and North America
also wanted to cooperate.

Governmental organizations from six countries – Canada, France, Germany, the
Netherlands, United Kingdom and the United States – formed a group and began
working on a set of criteria which would be mutually recognized in all participating
countries. The new set of criteria was called Common Criteria (CC), and the first
official version, Common Criteria 2.0, was issued in May, 1998 with the formal
name Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation. It was
adopted as International Standard ISO/IEC 15408 in June, 1999 [4]. Since then,
a few versions have been issued and the current version is 3.1, of which revision 3
was released July, 2009 [5].

The intention with the Common Criteria was to combine the previous work done in
Europe and North America, which should not make it essentially larger. However,
since CC is applicable to a broad range of IT products and systems, it is rather
more comprehensive than earlier criteria publications and it is therefore divided
into three separate parts covering the general model, security functional require-
ments and security assurance requirements, respectively The two latter terms are
covered in Section 2.2.1.

2.2.1 Common Criteria Fundamentals

Section 7.1, Assets and countermeasures of CC part 1 [5] describes the motivation
for certified secure systems and what key objects and stakeholders are involved.
The most central concept is the asset, which is basically anything that needs
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protection. In IT security context, an asset can be something concrete such as files
on a server, or a more abstract concept such as the authenticity of those files or the
availability of the server itself. Most often, the protection needed for an asset can
be divided into Confidentiality, Integrity and/or Availability, commonly known as
simply CIA.

The reason for protecting an asset is because there exists a threat to the confi-
dentiality, integrity or availability of it. A threat does not emerge all by itself but
is rather originated in a threat agent. The threat agent may be a human trying
to access an asset which he does not have permission to, a compromised cluster
of computers performing a Denial of Service attack or the like. A legitimate user
accidentally misusing a system and thereby triggering a security vulnerability is
also considered a threat agent, even though the threat is not intentional [5].

A schematic of how threat agents, threats and assets interact is shown in Figure 2.1.
The following sections describe the different key concepts of the Common Criteria.
Several of them stem from earlier criteria and have gained widespread use within
IT security terminology.

Figure 2.1. Relationships between assets, threats and threat agents

Target of Evaluation (TOE)

As the name implies, a Target of Evaluation is something that is intended to
be evaluated. Both in ITSEC [16] and the Orange Book [11], the criteria are
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applicable to computer or IT “products” or “systems”. ITSEC defines an IT system
as “a specific IT installation with a particular purpose and known operational
environment” and an IT product as “a hardware and/or software package that
can be bought off the shelf and incorporated into a variety of systems” [16, page
7]. Though this may seem like a quite broad definition, the CC is even more flexible
in its definition:

“A TOE is defined as a set of software, firmware and/or hardware
possibly accompanied by guidance” [5, page 32]

This definition includes subjects ranging from cryptographic co-processors on a
smart card through operating systems to full local area network systems, including
all terminals, servers, network equipment and software. It should also be noted
that a TOE may be only a part of an IT product. For instance, evaluating the
aforementioned cryptographic co-processor does not mean that the smart card as
a whole can be considered evaluated.

Included in the TOE concept are also one or more specific configurations of the
product or system. For instance, there are numerous ways an operating system
can be configured regarding things such as user accounts, access to networks etc.
All these configuration settings must be specified in the TOE specification and if
different combinations of settings are allowed, all possible combinations must be
evaluated. It should also be noted that an evaluation applies to a specific version
of the TOE. If, for instance, a patch is released to an operating system, the patch
can not be applied without voiding the evaluation. It is likely, though, that a re-
evaluation is only needed for parts of the system affected by the patch and not the
complete system.

Protection Profile (PP)

Most of the TOEs that are evaluated with CC are categorized into one or more
groups. It can for instance be a firewall or an operating system. Additionally, it
is decided which environment the TOE is intended to be used in, which threats it
may be subject to and how assured one must be that the TOE is actually secure.
All this is stated in a Protection Profile (PP).

The Protection Profile states what threats the TOE should protect against, what
security organizational policies it should enforce and what assumptions could be
made about the operational environment. Collectively, this is called the Security
problem definition and this problem is what the TOE is supposed to solve.

The solution to the security problem definition is stated in a set of security objec-
tives. These objectives are divided into two part wise solutions covering objectives
for the TOE and the operational environment, respectively. At this level, all objec-
tives are written in a natural language understandable by someone with moderate
knowledge about the subject, such as a customer of a TOE. However, for the
objectives to be useful in the evaluation process, they must be stated in a for-
mal language which minimizes ambiguity and misinterpretation. Therefore, the
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Figure 2.2. Relationships between the security problem definition and its solution
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security objectives for the TOE are translated into Security Functional Require-
ments (SFR) such that each SFR can be traced back to the security problem and
each part of the problem has one or more requirements solving it.

In addition to the functional requirements there are Security Assurance Require-
ments (SAR). These provide an exact description in a standardized language of
how the TOE is to be evaluated. Additionally they allow comparison between dif-
ferent Security Targets (see below). Most SARs are also tied to a certain assurance
level (EAL, see below) and the combination of all SARs determine the overall as-
surance level of the TOE. The SARs not included in any EAL can be used for
augmentation of an EAL.

The relation between the security problem definition, security objectives and se-
curity requirements is described in Figure 2.2.

What is not described in the PP is how the requirements should be implemented
in the final product, which makes it possible for different products from differ-
ent vendors to conform to the same protection profile. An end user, such as an
governmental organization or a large company, can specify their security needs in
terms of a protection profile that meets their requirements and search the market
for such products. Different products will probably differ in implementation, non-
security features etc. but as long as they are successfully evaluated and conform
to the same PP they can be considered equally secure.

Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL)

A common problem when defining security needs is to state the needed level of
assurance that the TOE is indeed secure. To ease this task a special construct
called package is available in the CC. A package is a named set of requirements
with the intention that the requirements are useful and effective in combination.
Such packages makes the creation of a Security Target (see below) much easier
and more consistent.

The most notable packages are the Evaluation Assurance Levels (EAL) which
contain security assurance requirements on approximately the same level of as-
surance. The levels range from EAL1 to EAL7, where EAL7 is the highest level
with the most stringent requirements. All EALs are defined in part 3 of the CC
[6]. Each EAL has an accompanying description of what is required to conform to
the package. For instance, for EAL4 conformity the TOE must be “methodically
designed, tested and reviewed” whereas EAL7 requires “formally verified design
and tested”. The term formally verified implies mathematical proof of correctness
of the complete TOE, which is something few vendors have the resources for.

Security Target (ST)

While a protection profile is an “implementation-independent statement of of secu-
rity needs for a TOE type” [5, page 18], an implementation-dependent counterpart
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must be written for each specific TOE. This statement is called Security Target
(ST) and it may be written with one or more protection profiles as templates or
independently of any protection profile. An ST is said to conform to a PP if there
is a stronger or equally strong security requirement in the ST for each require-
ment in the PP. It may also have additional requirements not found in any PP it
conforms to, but there is no such thing as “partial conformance”.

Because the ST is specific for a TOE it is usually written by the developers of
the TOE themselves in contrast to a PP, which is usually written by an end-user
or a customer. It is also required that an ST exists for each TOE that is to be
evaluated with the Common Criteria.

2.2.2 Target Audience

The CC follows the same path as earlier criteria regarding targeted audience.
There are three groups mentioned as principal users of the CC, namely consumers,
developers and evaluators [5].

Consumers may state their security needs in terms of conformity to a Protection
Profile and/or Evaluation Assurance Level. TOEs that fulfill these needs can then
be further investigated regarding features, price etc.

Developers can at an early stage of development choose appropriate security re-
quirements to fulfill from the CC, such as a protection profile or EAL. The state-
ments are stated in the ST which must be considered through the whole develop-
ment process. The developer may then choose to request and sponsor an evaluation
to get a certificate of CC conformity which can have a high market value.

Finally, the evaluators use criteria from the CC to judge whether a TOE actually
conforms to their stated security requirements. How the actual evaluation should
be carried out is specified in the companion document Common Methodology for
Information Technology Security Evaluation (CEM) [7].

2.2.3 The Mutual Recognition Agreement

As stated in Section 2.2, the intention with the Common Criteria was mutual recog-
nition of evaluation certificates among the cooperating countries. This intention
is fulfilled with the help of the Common Criteria Mutual Recognition Agreement
(CCRA). The CCRA is an agreement which seeks to set high standards in the
way certification are carried out such that the member countries can have faith
in each other’s issued certificates. It is also intended to improve the efficiency and
cost-effectiveness of the evaluation and certification process by learning from each
other.

There are two types of membership in the CCRA. The original members and
some additional countries are so called Certificate authorizing members meaning
that they have establishments for performing Common Criteria evaluations and
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are allowed to issue evaluation certificates. The other members are only Certifi-
cate consuming which means that they do not perform any evaluation themselves
but have agreed to recognize other members’ evaluations. Sweden is one of the
certificate authorizing members and the Swedish Common Criteria Evaluation
and Certification Scheme is maintained and operated by the Swedish Certification
Body for IT-Security (CSEC), established within the Swedish Defense Materiel
Administration (Försvarets materielverk, FMV).

Besides the fact that a TOE must pass an evaluation there are a couple of addi-
tional requirements for the certification to be internationally recognized. The TOE
must conform to a specific EAL (although it is theoretically possible to create an
ST without conforming to an EAL) and only EAL levels 1–4 are internationally
recognized. This implies that TOEs intended to be used for protecting the most
sensitive data and thus requiring the most thorough evaluation must be evaluated
in each country it will be used in. Although this may seem like an obstacle in
the cooperation, it is easy to motivate the decision by recalling what Ken Thomp-
son said about trusting other people’s code (see Section 2.1.1). You simply don’t
want to rely on a system which you have not created and evaluated yourself for
protecting the most sensitive national secrets.

2.3 Criteria for Civil Software Development

Although military interests are behind most of the development in the security
evaluation field, there is an even longer history of software development criteria in
the civil industry, mostly in the aircraft sector. A standards document called “DO-
178B: Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification”
[21] was published in 1982, even before the Orange Book. The same levels, namely
D to A, is used in both DO-178B and the Orange Book. In both cases a higher
level requires more stringent evaluation but the focus is somewhat different.

The main difference is that in the civil industry, focus has mainly been on safety
and reliability rather than security. Although closely related, there is an essential
difference in what threats to the system is expected. Security critical systems are
concerned with active threat agents, such as hackers or malicious software, whereas
safety critical software is mostly concerned with passive threats, such as bugs,
faulty components and in-flight failures. Traditionally, the case that somebody
actually tries to break an airborne software system has not been taken into account
very often.

Besides the differences between security and safety criteria there are a lot of sim-
ilarities. Both the higher levels of DO-178B and the Common Criteria requires
every single line of code to be traceable from the requirements specification. Be-
cause the criteria have much in common, it is not unusual to target software to
both a Common Criteria and a DO-178B certification.



Chapter 3

Separation Kernels

For several hundred years, advancing in warfare has been a driving force behind
the development of new technology. States in conflict have the motivation and re-
sources for investments in technology that far exceed the market force. Many of the
inventions originally intended for military use have then ended up as commercial
products and this applies not least to modern computers. As an example, the very
first general-purpose digital computer was ENIAC, developed at the United States
Army Ballistic Research Laboratory [12]. Its primary purpose was to calculate ar-
tillery firing tables for use in the World War II but it also inspired the development
of more advanced general-purpose computers and eventually the modern computer
as we know it today.

As the digital computer became increasingly potent at carrying out various tasks,
it was soon used in the military for an increasing number of purposes, many
of which involved secret information vital to national security. This information
needed to be protected against malicious attackers with high motivation and great
resources at hand. The early, closed computer systems were configured under the
assumption that all users of the system had clearance for the highest level of
information contained in the it. By assuming such a user base, one could expect
that all attack attempts on the system be coming from the outside and any attempt
to breach system security by a legitimate user to be accidental. However, as was
pointed out by James P. Anderson in the Computer Security Technology Planning
Study in 1972 [2], the emerge of multi-user computer systems led to new situations
where there was a need to allow users of different clearance levels to use the
same computer system. This posed a new threat level where the system needed to
separate data on different security levels and protect higher level data from lower
level users, a concept later named as Multilevel Security (MLS) [24]

17
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3.1 Security Kernel Concept

In the mentioned study, Anderson stated that in a multi-user environment,

“…it is clear that the defense against a malicious user must reside in
the process that controls the operation and execution of arbitrary pro-
grams.” [2, page 8]

He introduced the concept of a reference monitor through which all access from
subjects to objects of a system is mediated. Its purpose is to enable authorized
access relationships between subjects and objects (as defined by Bell and La Padula
[3]) of a system and prevent all unauthorized access. The actual implementation
of a reference monitor is by Anderson called the reference validation mechanism
which is a combination of software and hardware that validates each reference from
users (or their programs) to data, devices or other objects in terms of read, write,
execute etc.

The system-wide access restriction policy, which the reference monitor enforces,
can be associated with the objects of the system in a number of different of ways.
Anderson proposed the access matrix as a good candidate, where rows represent
subjects in the system (typically users) and columns represent objects (files, I/O
devices etc). The concept is widely adopted today, but most often in a more scalable
variant with Access Control Lists (ACL) where each entry in the list represents a
column in the access matrix. ACLs are used in most UNIX variants, Windows NT
and its successors and several BSD based systems, including Mac OS X.

3.1.1 Requirements on the Reference Validation

The reference validation mechanism is essential for the overall system security and
to be assured that the system as a whole is secure, Anderson stated three criteria
that must be fulfilled:

• The reference validation mechanism must be tamper proof.

• The reference validation mechanism must always be invoked.

• The reference validation mechanism must be small enough to be subject to
analysis and tests, the completeness of which can be assured.

All three criteria are significant and pose different difficulties when implementing
such a system. Anderson pointed out that all at the time available contemporary
systems intended to be both multi-user capable and secure violated one or more
of the criteria in some aspect and were thus not provably secure. Instead, he
proposed that new systems should be developed from the ground up, implementing
the reference monitor concept and with strong emphasis on evaluation during the
development process. He also introduced the concept Security Kernel, referring to
the combination of software for access control, reference validation mechanism and
security related functions.
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The security kernel concept got widespread and many attempts to build truly
secure systems based on it were made, among them the UCLA secure UNIX [17]
and several other military projects. Many found the idea of centralizing all security
critical functions into the kernel appealing because it makes all functions outside
the kernel irrelevant to the overall system security.

3.1.2 Security Kernel Problems

However promising the security kernel concept may seem, difficulties and limita-
tions soon arise. In 1981 John Rushby published an article [22] where he described
some major problems with security kernels and proposed a different approach. One
concern Rushby had was that the reference monitor only protected the physical
representation of data and not the actual information, which could lead to covert
signaling paths not covered by the verification of the kernel. Such covert channels
are unacceptable in a military system where information of different security levels
are handled side by side.

Another problem was that the definition of the security kernel included “security
related functions”. When general-purpose multi-user systems were developed, it
became apparent that the ideal implementation of a security kernel was not usable
in a real user environment. The practical needs were solved with trusted processes
(defined in the Bell-La Padula model [3]) which were allowed to void the system
security policy and thus were “security related functions”. Such functions extend
the Trusted Computing Base [11] and makes it more difficult to evaluate the
security of the system. It may in fact be a violation of the third criteria of the
reference validation mechanism, that it must be small enough to be feasible for a
complete verification.

Rushby concluded:

“The true roots of the difficulties caused by trusted processes are not
to be found in those processes themselves, nor in the functions they
perform, but in the conception that a security kernel should act as a
centralized agent for the enforcement of a uniform system-wide security
policy.” [22, page 4]

Even though Rushby pointed out this problem relatively early, many subsequent
secure system projects failed because they were based on the security kernel con-
cept. In a retrospective of the original 1981 article, Rushby and Randell concluded
that a security kernel may well suit a system intended for a specialized purpose, but
it is not good for general-purpose systems [18]. They tend to have low performance
and a very complex trusted computing base, leading to evaluation difficulties. Such
failed projects have cost the U.S. Military enormous amounts of money [1].
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3.2 Security by Distribution

As mentioned, Rushby opposed the basic assumption that security should be en-
forced by a monolithic entity such as the security kernel. Instead, he proposed a
radically new approach based on the built-in security of a distributed system. He
also provided an example of such a distributed system which is closely related to
the implementation part of this Master’s thesis, namely a ‘Secure Network Front
End (SNFE)’ based on cryptography [22].

The SNFE device in Rushby’s article is a concept device that provides a secure
communication channel over an insecure network using cryptography. The device
is divided into four separate modules with specific purposes. Two of them are the
modules that handle user data in unencrypted (plaintext) and encrypted (cipher-
text) form, such as packet handling and communication with external interfaces.
These are in cryptography science traditionally called the ‘red’ and ‘black’ module,
respectively. Data from the red module travels in unencrypted form to an encryp-
tion module, where it is encrypted, and then further on to the black module.

In addition to user data that should be encrypted, some packet information (such
as headers) must be allowed to bypass the encryption module. However, the secu-
rity of the device depends on the property that no plaintext user data is allowed
to reach the insecure network. In a classic security kernel setup, one would prob-
ably try to implement this security functionality into the red module. This would
effectively make the whole red module security critical but it turns out that this
module tends to be too complex to allow for proper verification. Instead, a guard
or filter (in Rushby’s paper called ‘censor’) is introduced on the bypass channel.
This guard represents the fourth module in the device.

Figure 3.1. A ‘Secure Network Front End’ example system, defined by Rushby

By separating the four modules physically and only provide communication paths
as shown in Figure 3.1, the system becomes a distributed system and as Rushby
states,
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“Once such a system structure is adopted, a lot of security problems
just vanish and others are considerably simplified” [22, page 5]

Since there are only two ways data can flow from the red to the black side, and
one is through the encryption module, which must be proven secure, the require-
ment that no plaintext user data may bypass unencrypted is fulfilled by the guard
module and only that module. The guard implementation can be rather simple
yet effective at limiting the risk of unintentional bypass, which makes it feasible
to formally verify its correctness. If both the encryption module and the guard
is proven correct, then one can be assured that the system as a whole is secure
thanks to its distributed nature, because there is simply no other way data can
flow.

This principal architecture is very common today, at least in systems aimed at the
higher security classifications – Secret and Top Secret.

John Rushby and Brian Randell showed in 1983 that it was indeed possible to
build a secure distributed system based on insecure and untrustworthy compo-
nents [23]. They connected several regular Unix systems in a local area network
(LAN) but placed a guarding unit, called Trustworthy Network Interface Unit
(TNIU), between each Unix system and the network. By implementing security
functions, such as cryptography, checksum, sequence numbers and protected logi-
cal separation in the TNIU’s, security of the system as a whole became dependent
only on those units. They called the system principle “Distributed Secure System”
because, as Rushby and Randell later put it

“…we refer to our system as a Distributed Secure System rather than
a Secure Distributed System, the implication being that it is a secure
system that exploits distribution, rather than a distributed system that
happens to be secure” [18, page 195]

Rushby and Randell describes in [18] how great effort were spent in a “Technology
Demonstrator Programme” at the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment (RSRE)
of the UK Ministry of Defense which purpose was to create a working demonstrator
of a Distributed Secure System. However, due to various reasons, the project was
finally shut down in 1994 after several disappointing failures. Many of the problems
involved seems to relate to the limited hardware that was available at the time
being. It was simply not possible to build a system with performance good enough
to be useful.

3.3 Logical Distribution and MILS

Even though the principle of a physically distributed secure system prove success-
ful, that was not the main idea in Rushby’s 1981 paper [22]. One problem with
a physically distributed system is that as the number of components in the sys-
tem grows, the number of hardware units needed grows as well. Rushby proposed
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a new role for the security kernel where it would re-create the distributed sys-
tem environment on a single machine in such a way that each component in the
system could not distinguish the logical separation from the physical like. Both
untrustworthy components and security critical components should be placed in
separate “regimes” and the kernel should only worry about separating the regimes
from each other. This way, all functionality regarding security policy is moved
away from the kernel to external components and the kernel can become much
smaller and easier to verify. Because of the focus on separation, Rushby named it
“Separation Kernel”.

John Rushby continued his research concerning separation kernels and several
others with him, refining the separation kernel concept and verification techniques.
The research culminated in an article published in 2004 by Jim Alves-Foss [1] where
he presented the MILS (Multiple Independent Levels of Security) Architecture,
based to large extent on the work done by Rushby. The architecture was intended
to be implemented in embedded, real-time systems made for military and avionics
applications and not general-purpose computing systems.

There was a clear intention to use the MILS architecture in applications requir-
ing the highest levels of safety and security and so work began on producing a
protection profile (see Section 2.2.1) for a MILS architecture system. The work
resulted in the “U.S. Government Protection Profile for Separation Kernels in En-
vironments Requiring High Robustness” [10] aimed at the highest assurance level
(EAL7).

3.4 Current MILS Implementations

Even though the DSS Technology Demonstrator Programme ended in failure, the
idea of a separation kernel based secure system was not abandoned. After all, ac-
cording to Moore [14], the computer hardware would sooner than later be powerful
enough to run such a system. Several private business had already been developing
real-time operating systems for the avionics industry with very stringent require-
ments regarding safety and fail-safe operation for several years. To modify these
systems to conform to the MILS architecture and evaluate them against the com-
mon criteria was a natural next step to expand business into the security critical
market. Today, two commercial systems have gained significant market share and
are employed in many different applications – INTEGRITY by Green Hills Soft-
ware and VxWorks by Wind River. There are additional MILS systems available
but none of them have underwent a security evaluation for any higher assurance
level.

3.4.1 Green Hills Integrity

Green Hills Software was founded in 1982 and has ever since focused on the de-
velopment of reliable real-time operating systems. Their product suite is centered
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around the Integrity real-time operating system family with different flavors for
different applications [25]. One of the versions – INTEGRITY-178B – has been suc-
cessfully evaluated, on two different hardware platforms, to conformance with the
Common Criteria Separation Kernel Protection Profile to assurance level EAL6+
High Robustness in addition to a DO-178B certification (refer to Sections 2.2
and 2.3). Green Hills provides their own integrated development environment
(IDE) – MULTI – with a set of tools both for general-purpose embedded en-
vironment and made specifically for development of Integrity applications and
systems.

3.4.2 Wind River VxWorks

Wind River Systems was founded in 1981 and is since 2009 a subsidiary of Intel.
Their first product released was VxWorks, a real-time operating system which to-
day is the flagship product of the company [20]. VxWorks exists in a number of
specialized versions and one of them is the VxWorks MILS Platform intended for
applications where security certification is a must [19]. VxWorks MILS 2.0 is cur-
rently listed as in evaluation for conformance to the separation kernel protection
profile aimed at certification level EAL6+ [15]. This means that if the evalua-
tion is completed successfully, VxWorks will be certified to the same extent as
INTEGRITY.

In recent versions, a development environment called Workbench is included in the
VxWorks platform. It is a branch of the Eclipse platform with custom additions
and tools suited for development of VxWorks specific applications.





Chapter 4

Demonstrator
Implementation

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes how the Software Ethernet Crypto Demonstrator was de-
signed and implemented, from choosing an appropriate base system to architecture
and design choices. What problems arise during development and to which extent
the demonstrator was completed is covered in Chapter 5, Results and Discussion.

4.2 Choosing a Base System

There was some major decisions made at an early stage which had significant in-
fluence on the project. The most important decision was the choice of an operating
system based on the separation kernel concept. As mentioned in Section 3.4, there
are a few alternatives available on the market and the following requirements were
set for choosing an appropriate system:

• The development environment should run in Linux on an x86 system be-
cause that is the most commonly used development environment at Sectra
Communications.

• It was also necessary that the demonstrator software could be run on an x86
Linux system (preferably the same as the development environment) because
there were not enough resources to buy a development board or similar for
this project only.

• The operating system should be certified for conformance to a high EAL of
Common Criteria or at least be in the evaluation process for such a certificate.

25
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• It should be possible to get a trial software license for the operating system.

Both Wind River VxWorks and Green Hills Integrity were considered at an early
stage, but it was soon decided to go for Green Hills Integrity. Their system fulfilled
the requirements and was additionally the only OS that had been certified for
conformance to the Separation Kernel Protection Profile at EAL6+. Since the
main focus in the thesis was on evaluation, this became the major deciding factor.
It should be noted, though, that this decision was taken by the thesis supervisor
at Sectra and can be considered a precondition to the thesis rather than a part of
it.

4.3 Model Product

The next step, after settling for a base system, was to get a picture of what a real
crypto device based on the chosen operating system would look like. The result
was a Software Ethernet Crypto Model Product designed at a very high level of
abstraction which could have been a real crypto device, if it had been implemented.

The intended environment for the Software Ethernet Crypto Model Product is
pictured in Figure 4.1. One crypto device is situated on each side of an insecure
network link and they transparently connect two smaller local area networks into
one larger distributed network. Classified information on one LAN can safely be
transmitted to the other through the link secured by the two Software Ethernet
Crypto devices.

The model product was designed as a stand-alone unit with an embedded processor
running the separation kernel operating system. A description of the hardware ar-
chitecture is shown in Figure 4.2 and it is a realistic, although simplified, overview
of how a real software based Ethernet crypto device could have been designed.

As mentioned previously, the model product was designed only at a high level
of abstraction and there was never any intention to implement this product. To
design and construct a hardware platform was far out of the thesis scope and
would not have given much better answers than was actually achieved.

4.4 Virtualization of Hardware

To reduce the amount of implementation work needed, the model product was
“transformed” to get rid of all hardware components. Some components were re-
placed with virtual components in software and others were completely left out.
The resulting design, all of which could be implemented on a regular PC, is called
the Software Ethernet Crypto Demonstrator, or simply SEC Demo.

Instead of having two separate hardware devices, as would have been the case with
the model product, two communicating SEC Demo devices could be run in virtual
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Figure 4.1. Intended environment for the Software Ethernet Crypto

Figure 4.2. Software Ethernet Crypto hardware architecture
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machines on the same standard PC communicating with each other through a
virtual network created by the virtual machine manager. The virtual machines fill
the same functions as embedded processors in the model product and virtual net-
work interfaces are used instead of real ones. In fact, the virtual environment looks
essentially the same to a SEC Demo instance as real network components would
have been for the model product, which makes the software needed in SEC Demo
quite similar to that of the model product. The setup achieved after transforming
the model product environment can be seen in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3. Virtualization of hardware components

More specifically, the following transformations from model product to demon-
strator were performed:

• Instead of targeting an embedded platform, Integrity was configured to be
run in a virtual machine on a conventional x86 based PC.

• All hardware network interfaces were replaced with virtual network interfaces
connected to the host operating system through a virtual local network.

• The encryption module, which would be a separate physical module in sys-
tems requiring high assurance, was replaced with a software module lacking
actual encryption. This was suitable because the encryption algorithm itself
was not of particular interest in the thesis.

• The “Key Microcontroller” and “Key Loading Interface” was left out com-
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pletely because they were not of particular interest in the thesis.

Running all software on the same PC certainly inflict some performance penalties
but since performance measurements in terms of speed and latency were not within
the thesis scope, the benefits of being able to use only one PC for the complete
project outweighed the performance drawbacks.

4.5 Software Architecture

A vast amount of time was spent on designing and refining the SEC Demo soft-
ware architecture. There was a clear intention to exploit the special possibilities
provided by the Integrity separation kernel and so the architecture was refined and
restructured several times as weaknesses and possible improvements were found.

Figure 4.4. SEC Demo software architecture overview

An overview of the software architecture is pictured in Figure 4.4 where each
box represents a software module. Each such software module is divided into one
or more partitions in the separation kernel. The Encryption Module (EM) is a
special case which represents the virtualization of a hardware encryption module.
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Communication paths between partitions are represented by arrows with different
styles indicating the sensitivity level of the carried data. Note that these are the
only possible channels where information can be exchanged between partitions
because the separation kernel ensures that no other channels are available.

The software architecture is designed around the idea of information flowing from
the red Ethernet interface to the black (and vice versa) with processing and encryp-
tion being performed along the way. The administration/session module (which in
reality consists of several co-operating modules) manages tasks like session initial-
ization and applying settings, but no user data is allowed to reach this module.

Each module in the architecture has a distinct purpose and some of them require
extra attention. The modules in question are the security critical ones and the
virtual device drivers.

4.5.1 Security Critical Modules

At each spot where data of different sensitivity levels is handled interchangeably,
extra care must be taken. The most obvious spot is the encryption module where
data is encrypted and thereby downgraded to non-sensitive. It is absolutely neces-
sary that the encryption module functions correctly, but creating good encryption
algorithms is a huge subject of its own and thus not part of this thesis. The en-
cryption module is therefore considered strong and free from faults.

There is, however, a bypass channel between red and black side where only encryp-
tion synchronization data and no plaintext user data is supposed to flow. To ensure
that no plaintext data unintentionally slips through, a bypass guard is introduced,
much like in Rushby’s example system described in Section 3.2. The responsibility
of the guard is to eliminate any covert channels for plaintext data leakage, and
because of its security critical nature this module should be evaluated thoroughly
if the system were to undergo a security evaluation. The module named Filter has
pretty much the same function as the Bypass guard. Its purpose is to eliminate
any leakage of plaintext user, session or administration data out on the black side,
other than data intended specifically for the pre- and post-decryption processing
modules.

There are also two modules where both plaintext user data and configuration/session
data is handled. As can be seen in Figure 4.4, this happens in the multiplexer and
demultiplexer modules. The multiplexer labels input data from different sources
so it can be transmitted over the same physical communication channel but still
be logically separated. The demultiplexer reverses the same operation by sending
data to the correct output according to the labels.

Even though both the user data network and administration network should be
protected by other means than encryption, it is still demanded that the two data
types are not unintentionally mixed. The two mentioned modules therefore need
to be considered almost as security critical as the bypass guard.
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The good thing about the security critical modules is that they are theoretically
the only modules that determine if the complete system is secure. The separation
kernel ensures complete and non-bypassable separation between partitions unless
there are specifically declared communication paths.

Distributing the Filter Functionality

The use of filtering modules and guards is not unique for this project, nor for sys-
tems based on software separation. In fact, it is a type of functionality which can
be found in many systems where modules containing data of different sensitivity
levels need to exchange information. In a typical system based on hardware sepa-
ration, such a filter is implemented as a hardware unit of its own or as a function
in another module. In either case, the filter is a security critical component which
requires rigorous evaluation.

Adding a hardware filter to a system can be rather costly because another com-
ponent, such as a processor, needs to be included in the design. It is therefore
common that one single filter mediates communication between all components,
even if not all of them explicitly need to communicate with each other.

In a system based on a separation kernel, on the other hand, adding a filter is
accomplished by simply creating an additional partition which only costs some
memory space and a little partition switching overhead time. In the SEC Demo
software architecture, there are two dedicated filters – The bypass guard and the
module named “Filter”. In addition, filter functionality is built into the multiplexer
and demultiplexer modules to avoid that user data unintentionally leaks to the
administration module and vice versa. This distribution of filter functionality had
not been feasible if the filters had been hardware components.

4.5.2 Virtual Device Drivers

Device drivers is another case where a separation kernel OS differs from a more
conventional operating system. Since the kernel itself is supposed to be as small and
simple as possible, there is no room for device drivers running in kernel mode with
full access to all memory. In Integrity, this problem is solved by demanding that
all device drivers are located in user space partitions with access only to virtual
memory, like any other user space partition.1 The Virtual Ethernet Drivers are
therefore designed and built just like any other user process and special constructs
in the Integrity API are used for common driver tasks like direct memory access
(DMA).

The three modules surrounding the encryption module, viz. EM Red, EM Black
and EM Host, are also virtual device drivers. All of them are interfacing the en-

1Actually, it is possible to run Integrity device drivers in kernel mode, but it requires them
to be compiled together with the kernel and it is highly discouraged by Green Hills because it
violates the separation kernel principle.
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cryption module, though different interfaces to it. It could be different physical
connections (pins) or separated address spaces on a memory mapped interface,
but as there were no hardware encryption module used in the project, no effort
were put into creating some kind of hypothetic interface.

To create drivers for user mode instead of kernel mode requires the developer to
think in new ways and it probably takes some time to get accustomed to it. Once
that obstacle is overcome, though, there is a major advantage with user mode
drivers, namely reliability. A poorly developed or intentionally malicious driver
running in a conventional operating system can disrupt the complete system or
manipulate or destroy data belonging to other processes or even the operating
system kernel. A driver running in user mode in a separation kernel partition is
completely separated from all other processes and cannot communicate with them
unless explicitly allowed. Thus, the damage caused by a faulty driver is limited to
memory in its own partition and possibly denial of service to dependent processes
in other partitions.



Chapter 5

Results and Discussion

5.1 Introduction

A long time has passed since the Separation Kernel concept was introduced by
Rushby and a lot of research effort has been put into the subject. In some sense,
the EAL6+ certification of Green Hills Integrity represents a milestone in the area
which shows that the Separation Kernel has indeed come to stay.

In this thesis, the research on previous work done in the area combined with
practical experience with the Software Ethernet Crypto Demonstrator has given a
broad insight of the possibilities and problems with separation kernels. There are
several areas where separation kernels can lead to improvements, some of which
are obvious and others more subtle. In the following sections, the results from both
the practical work and the studying of articles, standards and other publications
are presented.

5.2 Demonstrator Outcome and Results

As noted in Chapter 4, a lot of time was spent on creating the software archi-
tecture and module design of the Software Ethernet Crypto Demonstrator. The
original intention was to model many parts of a real system to get an under-
standing of what the differences would be when such a product was implemented
in software only compared to a system with separated hardware modules. The
result is a thought-trough and well-documented software architecture and mod-
ule design with emphasis on division into software partitions and inter-partition
communication.

When implementation of the specified architecture and design took off, it became
evident that the architecture was probably too ambitious and the time needed to
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implement it had been underestimated. About a third of the complete architecture
was implemented, which was not enough to actually make it work like an Ethernet
crypto, but it was enough to get a notion of how development for Integrity is done.

Several partitions were implemented with working communication channels in be-
tween, including the multiplexer and demultiplexer modules and some additional
modules not pictured in the software architecture in Figure 4.4. Some of Integrity’s
special features was also used, like the possibility to assign isolated memory regions
to a partition to minimize the risk of memory corruption even further.

One of the most important aspects of developing for a separation kernel is the
division of software modules into partitions, which is done with the Integrate
tool in the Multi tool chain suite accompanying Integrity. Integrate gives a visual
representation of partitions, tasks (similar to threads), special memory regions and
other objects in an Integrity application. The visual representation in Integrate
related very well to the software architecture in Figure 4.4 and it was possible
to verify the correct separation of modules. It was also easy to create correct
communication paths between partitions, although indications were given that as
the number of partitions and connections grow, it will be harder to get a clear view
of all possible communication paths. Although it is theoretically possible to build
systems consisting of hundreds and even thousands of partitions, it is probably
very difficult to get a good visual overview of such a system.

5.3 Separation Kernel Possibilities and Problems

As previously mentioned, there are several properties of separation kernel systems
that give rise to new possibilities. Of course, there is always a trade off made and
some possible problems and obstacles are discussed here to give a balanced view
of the subject.

5.3.1 Flexibility

A separation kernel based system can consist of everything from a couple of parti-
tions to hundreds or even thousands of partitions and this present several different
opportunities. One is where you have a legacy architecture based mostly on hard-
ware separation. Some of the hardware components may be directly translated
into logical partitions to keep the basic architecture intact. The architecture can
then easily be refined by adding more software partitions and thereby creating a
more fine-grained separation of functions. The main point is that even though the
hardware architecture has been set, it is still possible to add securely separated
components to the system in a very simple manner.

Another aspect of the flexibility property, which is perhaps even more important,
is the ability to build generic hardware platforms which can be customized by just
replacing the software running in the separation kernel. By having fewer hardware
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components and more software components, products can more easily be upgraded
or customized.

5.3.2 Isolation of Security Critical Functions

This property has much in common with the flexibility property mentioned above,
but there are some differences. Because of the possibility to have a more fine-
grained secure separation, it is possible to pin-point security critical functions
and extract them into separate partitions. One such example can be found in the
Demonstrator Implementation chapter, Section 4.5.1, where it is described how
filtering functionality is spread out across different modules to avoid a single point
of failure.

If the number of securely separated critical functions can be increased with only
a little overhead, then they can be made more simple and specific which leads to
easier verification of their functionality. As a result, the amount of code needing
thorough evaluation should be less than in a conventional system and the eval-
uation should be easier because the modules are smaller. Unfortunately, it has
not been possible to estimate a factor by which the amount of evaluation can be
reduced. It is likely, though, that the amount of evaluation needed will be reduced
over time as the developers get more accustomed to programming for a separation
kernel and thereby learning to exploit its advantages.

5.3.3 Parallel Operation

One advantage of running different functions in separate hardware components is
the ability to perform operations in parallel. In a properly designed system the
separate hardware components can all perform operations at the same time. The
same applies to components implemented in FPGAs or similar where processing
is done to large extent in parallel. Virtually separated components in a separation
kernel running on one CPU core must be separated in time which inevitably leads
to queueing and waiting times. When designing a logically partitioned system, this
must be taken into account and processors with performance good enough to run
all partitions, including partition switching, must be selected.

Integrity, like several of its competitors, is a hard real-time operating system which
means it is possible to allocate time slices to all of its partitions at design time. By
doing so, calculations can be performed to show whether the system will perform
good enough on a selected hardware platform or not. It is also possible to prioritize
certain tasks and let the others share what time is left which makes behavior of
critical functions predictable while still utilizing processing power efficiently. This
kind of adaptable time sharing is not possible with functions spread across different
hardware components.

Additionally, the trend among processor manufacturers is to build CPUs with
an increasing number of processing cores. This development has been going on
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for a while and as a consequence, great effort is spent by the operating system
manufacturers to take advantage of multicore processors. Integrity has support
for multicore processors with the possibility to either tie partitions to a certain
core or let the scheduler perform load balancing. This development makes the
performance benefits of having separate hardware components even smaller. Still,
there are applications where discrete hardware components are needed for the sake
of performance.

5.3.4 Adapting to a New Style

Developing applications for a separation kernel is not the same as developing for a
regular operating systems. There are some key concepts which the developer must
understand and get used to before he can take full advantage of the benefits pro-
vided by the separation kernel. In the case of Integrity, there is also a proprietary
development environment and associated tool chain to get accustomed to and the
time for this must be taken into account before doing an investment.

What will probably take the longest time, though, is to adapt to a new style of
designing and developing modularized systems. Best practices for a system where
secure separation is only provided be physical means is probably not the best
practices for a system where secure separation can be achieved by simply adding
a few lines of code.

It should also be noted that both Integrity and some of its competitors are closed
proprietary systems where development is done under a non-disclosure agreement
(NDA). It means that the amount of information and help available on the Internet
is close to zero compared to for example Linux. Millions of Linux developers are
sharing information and helping each other on the Internet whereas the Integrity
developer has to rely in large extent to available documentation, customer support
and conference meetings. On the other hand, because Integrity is a commercial
system, one can expect the available support to be much more substantial and
consistent compared to that of open source systems.

5.4 The Value of an Evaluation

Physical separation is comparably easy to verify. If two hardware components are
placed with space between them on a logic board interconnected by physically
visible connections it is definitely feasible to verify their separation. Logic sepa-
ration performed by an operating system kernel is a completely different story.
It has taken thousands and thousands of man-hours to verify the correctness of
the Integrity kernel and the the evaluation certificate states that the logical sep-
aration is just as good as physical separation. This makes it possible for the U.S.
Department of Defense to buy products based on Integrity and use them in an
environment requiring high assurance, such as handling the most sensitive secret
information.
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What about Sweden, then? Could the Swedish Defense Material Administration
(FMV) order a product which is based on Integrity and put the same amount of
trust in it as DoD does? Theoretically, no. The Integrity EAL6+ certification is
only valid within the U.S. since only certificates up to EAL4 is recognized within
the Mutual Recognition Agreement (refer to Section 2.2.3). On the other hand,
no organization or business in Sweden has got the amount of resources needed to
fund a Common Criteria evaluation at that level.

One alternative is to review an evaluation performed by another country, but since
the evaluation material is very comprehensive, even the review would require great
resources. There is also a significant risk that the original evaluator would not give
a foreign reviewer access to all evaluation material. Altogether, this puts us in
a situation where we either have to trust the evaluation performed by another
country, even though we officially don’t, or lag behind in the evolution.

One of the thesis objectives was to assess if it would be possible to get a product
such as the Software Ethernet Crypto approved for Swedish classification level
Hemlig/Secret. Unfortunately it isn’t possible to give a definitive answer to that
question, but the problem with recognition of higher level Common Criteria cer-
tificates is probably an obstacle. It refers back to the problem of trusting trust,
which is covered in Section 2.1.1. It will probably take some time for the approving
instances to accept software developed outside of the nation and entrust it with
our most sensitive secrets.

5.5 Future Work

This thesis has covered some aspects of separation kernel based systems, mainly fo-
cusing on evaluation. Before a decision is taken to use a separation kernel based op-
erating system in a large project, some additional research needs to be performed.
These are aspects which were not within the thesis scope and some questions that
was difficult to find answers for.

5.5.1 Fail Safe Design and Failure Resistance

This is an area which is poorly covered by all of the articles in the bibliography.
It seems that the secure separation properties of a separation kernel is dependent
on correctly working hardware. More specifically, the proven memory separation
between partitions in Integrity relies heavily on the Memory Mapping Unit (MMU)
of the processor it is running on. It is unclear if the kernel would withstand a
spontaneous flip of a bit in the MMU caused by something uncontrollable by the
system, such as electromagnetic radiation. The phenomena is commonly known as
single event upset and it has low impact or no impact at all on consumer products,
but may have severe implications on a secure system.
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It is unclear how big the threat of single event upsets is, but it certainly needs
more investigation. Otherwise, this may be a large obstacle when evaluating secure
products based on a separation kernel.

Fail-safety has traditionally been achieved through duplication of hardware, i.e.
redundant components performing the same operations as the main components.
Such solutions are possible in secure systems too, but they undermine one of
the main purposes of software based separation, namely to reduce the number of
hardware components needed. Thus, it is preferable to find other solutions.

5.5.2 Performance Measurements

As mentioned in Section 5.3.3, running many software modules on the same pro-
cessing core can lead to performance problems, unless the hardware is properly
dimensioned. Since the Software Ethernet Crypto Demonstrator was run in a vir-
tual machine on a regular PC without any real-time constraints, there was no
point in measuring performance. The measured numbers would not have been
meaningful anyway.

When designing a system which is intended for high throughput or low and pre-
dictable latency, performance calculations and measurements must be carried out
before settling for a separation kernel solution. If the intention is to consolidate
modules where security is an issue but performance is not so important, then the
separation kernel will probably make a good choice and performance measurements
are not equally necessary.

5.6 Author’s Final Words

When I began working on this thesis I strongly believed there is great potential
in separation kernel based systems. I saw scenarios where smaller, cheaper and
more power efficient devices provided greater flexibility and more features with
maintained security. What I didn’t know was that the concept is relatively old
and it struck me that now seems to be the right time for a change. The separation
kernel concept has matured and proven successful and it is time to adopt the new
technology.

As with most good things, though, there is a catch and in this case it’s about
evaluation. The big benefits of kernel based separation can be drawn only when
such products are accepted for use with highly sensitive material in environments
requiring high assurance. It is still to be seen if separation kernels can find its way
into such systems outside of the U.S. There are lots of possibilities waiting but
also lots of people who needs to be convinced. I will follow the progress eagerly.
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